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97%
Job Success

TOP RATED

Over 5 Years experienced in social media marketing consultant and digital marketing strategist who
has analyzed, strategized and implemented digital marketing and digital media with... more

$7.00
Hourly rate

52
Jobs

11,097
Hours worked

Availability

Available - More than 30 hrs/week

Verifications

Phone Number: Verified

English: Native or Bilingual

Bengali: Native or Bilingual

Languages

Work history and feedback

 4 jobs in progress

Newest first 



Build Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest ads
and followers for www.mywrkouts.com.

 5.00  Jan 2019 - May 2019

Sajib came in and turned the social media
presence for mywrkouts.com from nothing into a
powerhouse. When he started 4 months ago, we
had nothing on our Facebook, Instagram and

Private

Fixed-price
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Pinterest pages. At the end of our work,
Facebook had 1,723 likes, Instagram had 5,861
Followers with 161 Posts, and Pinterest had 999k
monthly viewers with 3,558 Followers. His work is
amazing and provided great impact!

Freelancer's Response

Thanks Dear...!

Create Pins for Pinterest and Image
Management in WordPress

 4.80  Nov 2018 - May 2019

Freelancer's Response

He ended my contract before without
notification, Every project has created a problem,
If something goes wrong, we have to discuss
each other then try to solve it... Otherwise,
everything was fine. He is a good guy.

Private
164 hours

Create a local business website using
Google sites

 5.00  Mar 2019

Great freelancer hard working would recommend.

Freelancer's Response

I really want to thank you for acknowledging my
work on the new marketing strategy. You put a
lot of trust in me to lead that initiative, and it
gave me a chance to flex my project
management skills. I’m glad it had a positive
outcome, and I’m particularly pleased that you
saw the value in the work as well

Private

Fixed-price

Local Citation Building Expert

 5.00  Feb 2019

A great freelancer ever i met.. thanks will hire you
again

Freelancer's Response

Thank you for the positive review and kind words
on my performance evaluation. It means a great
deal to me that I have earned your trust and your
confidence.

Private

Fixed-price

Instagram Marketer for NEW ORGANIC Private
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FOLLOWERS

 5.00  Sep 2018 - Feb 2019

Sajib was very responsive during our time
together. He gave me great results. I asked for
5000 followers and he got me 5,200. He over-
delivered. However, I'm losing on average about
20 followers per day so I don't know if he needs a
new strategy or if the followers are being
removed by Instagram. He also doesn't meet
deadlines and struggles to communicate from
time to time. The contract was suppose to be
done by December 15th but he didn't finish until
January. He's a great guy and will get you results
but he also has a few things he needs to work on.

Fixed-price

Grow Instagram

Email Marketing Expert who can work
with GetResponse

 3.55  Nov 2018 - Feb 2019

Sajib has a great personality but has to get his
game straightened as far as email marketing,
which we hired him for. Many mistakes were
made and emails were sent out before the review
on our side. We felt that due to his current
education he was not always available or met the
deadlines.

Freelancer's Response

I was a little busy my Masters' exam, He gave me
5 hours for a week, but his workload very low, I
had spent 1-hour max in a week. It did not
hamper my study, I give him the proper time for
his project. At the beginning of the project, all
everything was going well, last week, I did a little
mistake, but he ended the contract with any
notification, He had no patience. We can mutually

Private
24 hours
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discuss and solve that problem..My fortune very
bad...

Market Research

 5.00  Dec 2018 - Feb 2019

Second time hiring Sajib. Nice work. Will hire
again!

Freelancer's Response

Thank you for the positive review and kind words
on my performance evaluation. It means a great
deal to me that I have earned your trust and your
confidence.

Private
50 hours

Market Research for Naturally Chic

Manage a Facebook Ad Campaign

 5.00  Jan 2019

Sajib is dedicated to his work, and is readily
available, 
he put in a lot of effort to our project.

Freelancer's Response

I really want to thank you for acknowledging my
work on the new marketing strategy. You put a
lot of trust in me to lead that initiative, and it
gave me a chance to flex my project
management skills. I’m glad it had a positive
outcome, and I’m particularly pleased that you
saw the value in the work as well

Private

Fixed-price
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View More (38)

Manage Facebook Ad Campaign

Need to Manage Instagram Account

 5.00  Jan 2019

Very reliable supplier.Thanks

Freelancer's Response

Thank you for the positive review and kind words
on my performance evaluation. It means a great
deal to me that I have earned your trust and your
confidence. I assure you, I am ready to tackle new
challenges and continue to do all I can to be a
contributing, effective member of your team.

Private

Fixed-price

Create content and build up my Instagram
account

 4.70  Dec 2018 - Jan 2019

This Freelancer was brilliant in completing the
task. I would have liked more input and
communication, as I feel some of the posts
weren't aligned with the business vision, but
overall, very good results.

Freelancer's Response

Thanks

Private
60 hours

Portfolio

All categories 
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